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M-1.  Elementary 5th and 6th graders (immersion, FLES or any program)  

雪深く	 埋もれた町に	 鶴とんで オーサリバン・アナ                            
First impression: Pure white. Season: Winter. Comments: The haiku—In a town buried deep in 
snow, cranes flying—depicts a scene of northern Japan, one in which the snow is heavy enough to 
bury a town. And in and around this town, cranes—one of Japan’s symbols of long life and 

harmonious marriage—flock, creating a quintessential Japanese winter scene. Any truth the poem may convey 
is wrapped in this traditional image of a pristine snow–covered scene of cranes. 

清い水	 映す光景	 虹絵の具 バトラー・エミー 
First impression: Pure colors. Season: Summer. Comments: The poem presents an interesting concept—A 
scene reflecting pure water: paints and brush for a rainbow. The idea of clear water providing the water 
particles to create a rainbow would make it the “tools” to create a rainbow. But perhaps the diction the poet 
used was perhaps a bit abstract. What kind of water is “pure water”? Is it the water from the rain? A rising mist? 
Maybe the splash at the bottom of a waterfall? More concrete examples would be better next time.  

日が昇り	 消える朝もや	 凛として キム・クレア 
First impression: Misty. Season: Spring. Comments: The verse describes a cold morning—The sun rises and 
frigidly the morning mist that disappears. The morning mist hovers above the ground, perhaps prompting a 
shiver in the poet. But this mist dissipates as the sun rises, suggesting a degree of warmth. This is 
understandable given that this is a spring poem. But the image of the sun rising and the sense elicited from the 
word 凛として (rin to shite: frigid, cold) seems a bit of a contradiction to me.  Conflict or contradiction are not 
necessarily bad things for a poem, but they need to convey a sense of irony or interesting paradox. 

M-2.  Middle School 7th and 8th graders (immersion or any program)  

日の暑さ	 買ったら溶ける	 アイスだよ 花・ブラッシャー 
First impression: Messy treat. Season: Summer. Comments: The verse—Heat of the sun: If I buy it, 
it’ll only melt, ice cream—might be sticky. It is easy to imagine an ice cream cone or bar on a hot 
summer day, melting and dripping onto our hands. This makes for a humorous poem. While the use 

of the conditional 〜たら (if) makes the poem seem like a logical conjecture rather than an observation of an 
event—and haiku is, in general, about observation rather than conjecture or imagination—the reader can focus 
on the frustration or indecision of the poet: If I buy it it’ll be a mess! Or, should or shouldn’t I buy it? This, we 
can imagine, makes a hot day even hotter.  

こいのぼり ともだちとみる 男の子 コートニー・ニール 
First impression: Children’s Day. Season: Spring. Comments: The 
verse—Carps streamers: a boy watches with friends—presents a 
uncomplicated scene of a boy and his friend watching the carp 

streamers waving in the wind on Children’s Day. Of course, the carp is a symbol 
of the strength it takes to swim upstream to spawn, and the poem equates this 
strength with a boy and his friend, conveying a sense of pride and friendship.  
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とりうたう はやしのわかば 日はのぼる ケイリー・スタンパー 
First impression: Early morn. Season: Spring. Comments: The poem—Young leaves in woodlands where 
birds sing, the sun rises—depicts a spring morning in the woods. It is a peaceful image in which the rays of the 
morning sun seep through young leaves, suggesting early spring, while the chirping of birds adds to the sense of 
spring’s arrival. The poem is straightforward with a pleasant simplicity that is comfortable and sweet.  

すずしいな くもりのあおぞら はるのあめ シドニー・ジョンソン 
First impression: Blue-gray. Season: Spring. Comments: The verse—How cool! A cloudy blue sky, a spring 
day—presents an interesting conflict for a spring poem. The image of spring is mostly of newness and freshness 
with green leaves and colorful flowers. But the rain is also a part of spring and it brings gray clouds, as the poet 
indicates with くもり (kumori: cloudy). The poem would have been fine except for the incompatibility of rain 
clouds and あおぞら （aozora: blue sky）. If the poet was referring to 天気雨 (tanki ame: rain when its sunny) 
then the word “cloudy” become unnecessary.  

山のうえ	 かぞくといます	 ゆきおちる ジャック・ワイヤー 
First impression: In the cold. Season: Winter. Comments: The verse—Atop a mountain, I am with family. 
Snow falls—is a personal description of being with family in the snow. The context is a unclear, unfortunately. 
At first it seemed a bit frightful: the poet with family is on the mountain where it is snowing. Are they lost? Is 
there no shelter? The polite form of the verb います (to be; ます-form) probably conveys a sense of calm and 
relative safety, but there is still no real context of their situation except for being on a mountain when it is 
snowing. Try to be more specific in your next poem.  

風に乗り	 ふうりんの音	 聞こえてる さくら・コール 
First impression: Cool sound. Season: Summer. Comments: The poem depicts the soothing sound of wind 
chimes in the summer—Riding on the breeze, I hear the sound of wind chimes—The concept is enjoyable with 
the combination of sound (wind chimes) and physical sensation (wind) to create a pleasant summer scene. 
There is a degree of redundancy with the use of the word 音 (oto: sound)  and verb 聞こえてる (to be audible): 
The word “wind chime” alone is sufficient to convey the idea of a sound. The other syllables could have been 
invested in a personal reaction to the situation.  

J-1.   High School Japanese 1 equivalent (may include 8th graders)  

ゆうだちが	 キャンプを変える	 夏休み パトリス・ウインクラー 
First impression: Unsettling camp. Season: Summer. Comments: The haiku depicts the havoc 
nature can bring—An evening downpour transforms camp: Summer vacation—The poem depicts a 
sudden evening shower on a camping trip during summer vacation. While the poet does not describe 

the transformation, it is easy to imagine the various ways a downpour can change the camp: Dousing the 
campfire, muddying the area, dampening everyone’s spirits. Indeed, the changed spirit contrasts well with the 
expectation of fun during summer vacation. Haiku should offer a sense of the absolute and the momentary, and 
the expectation of summer vacation—a given—is disrupted by the momentary event of the evening shower. 

金色の	 とうもろこしで	 迷子です ユイナ・バーズドカス 
First impression: Golden field. Season: Autumn. Comments: The poem depicts the poet lost in a 
field of corn—Due to the golden corn, I’m a lost child—It is easy to imagine a person walking in a 
field of ripe golden corn (hence autumn) who is then suddenly lost in the vastness of his or her 
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surroundings. The polite ending です suggests a direct statement from the poet to some imaginary person (or 
corn stalk!) declaring that thanks to the allure of the corn, the poet can no longer find the way back home. It is a 
straightforward and simple but also revealing of the seduction of something natural and beautiful.     

春の風	 やさしくふれる	 たんぽぽに ジェイク・グーテン 
First impression: Gentle breeze. Season: Spring. Comments: The poem—Spring breeze touches it 
softly: the dandelion—presents a spring scene that feels slightly uncommon. A spring breeze 
conjures images of early to middle spring, and the dandelion flower is touched by a breeze. The 

image of dandelion seeds being spread by the wind is common of course, but this poem describes it very gently: 
The wind doesn’t blow the seeds away, but rather touches them eliciting an image of seeds being gently urged 
to flow in the air.  

春の雨	 霧が晴れたら	 見て!	 虹だ! ネーサン・サー 
First impression: Exciting rainbow. Season: Spring. Comments: The verse—Spring rain; when the mist 
clears, Look! A rainbow!—suggests a situation in which there has been many days of rain. When it finally 
clears, the poet is clearly excited to see a rainbow. The sentiment is pure and straightforward, but the 
meteorological conditions are a bit muddled. The fusion of spring rain and a clearing mist seems makes for a 
confusing image. Instead of “spring rain” a phrase like “after the rain” 雨上がり would depict a more logical 
scene.  

夏祭り	 花火の夜に	 スイカわり ジョシュア・ラブジョイ 
First impression: Busy night. Season: Summer. Comments: This verse combines   
three very typical images of summer—Summer festival: on a night of fireworks, we   
play hit the watermelon—All three images represent a Japanese summer, but in 
combination it seems a bit excessive. It is relatively easy to imagine a fireworks 
display during a summer festival, but to include watermelon splitting—a 
game in which participants take turns trying to split a watermelon with a 
stick while blindfolded, much like trying to hit a piñata except that the 
watermelon is stationary on the ground. I believe that most would imagine 
this activity during day. And even if it was played at night, it might be done at the 
beach or elsewhere away from the crowds of a festival or fireworks display.  

鳥が飛び	 雪がとけたら	 春が来た ネサニエル・カビティン 
First impression: Spring is here. Season: Spring. Comments: The verse provides the conditions for the arrival 
of spring—When the birds fly and the snow melts, spring has arrived—The poem is straightforward, which is 
good, but perhaps a bit too obvious. Logic can be incorporated into a poem but it might be better to provide a 
logic that you have newly discovered, something penetrating or perceptive.  

むしあつい	 オレンジのいろ	 わたしのき エンジェル・ニューイェン 
First impression: Humid. Season: Summer. Comments: The verse seems impressionistic—Muggy hot, the 
color of orange: My impression—I interpret the phrase わたしのき as 私の気 (watashi no ki), that is, “my 
impression or sense”, and the sense seems to be that to the poet, a muggy heat is orange. The color choice is 
interesting in that it is not “red” as in “red hot” but in orange, a blend of red and yellow to create a 
representation for a muggy heat. Still, while interesting, a haiku should be an observation not an impression.  
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あかひかり	 かぶせるかてい	 うまるゆき ロナルド・ギャラング 
First impression: Burrowed. Season: Winter. Comments: The verse suggests a family buried very deeply—
Family covered in red light, buried in snow—The image seems to suggest a family enshrouded by two 
seemingly disparate things, a red light and white snow. The red would indicate heat, perhaps the red glow of a 
hearth or fireplace, and this acts as a shield for the family protecting it from the cold of the winter elements. The 
contrast of the two coverings is unique and interesting, indeed, but the diction seems a bit awkward. I 
interpreted あかひかり as a red glow but it might literally be read as “red light”. Of course, if the word かてい 
(katei) means “process” instead of “family” then there might be a completely different interpretation—Red 
light: a blanketing process buries the snow. While the use of hiragana allows for multiple interpretations, it can 
also lead to confusion.  

秋の森	 おちばともみじ	 トンボ とぶ マギー・コベット 
First impression: Full of fall. Season: Autumn. Comments: The verse—Autumn forest, scattered leaves and 
maples; a dragonfly flies—presents us with the typical images of an autumn forest: scattered leaves, red and 
yellow maple leaves, and the ubiquitous red dragonfly flitting here and there. This is an apt depiction of fall, but 
the images are rather orthodox. Do the scattered leaves mean anything? The colorful maple leaves? Is the 
dragon fly going in any particular direction? Some insight—the poet’s insight—into the scene would elevate the 
poem.  

J-2.   High School Japanese 2 equivalent   

川灯り	 銀の月見る	 ウトウトと みわ	 みこ 
First impression: Hypnotized. Season: Autumn. Comments: This haiku describes the view of the 
moon reflected in the water—River light: I look at the silver moon sleepily —The reflection of the 
moon in a placid river shines as if it was a light source. And this reflection is mesmerizing, making 

the poet sleepy as he gazes at it. The beauty of this poem is the union of reality and illusion: the autumn moon 
represents a natural and real object but it is viewed through the mirror-like reflection of the river. The blurring 
of the line between reality and illusion using the image of the moon in the river brings to mind (intertextually) a 
short story by Kawabata Yasunari called “Moon in the Water” 水月 in which an invalid husband maintains a 
relationship with his wife by observing her through the image of a mirror, thereby giving this poem even greater 
depth of meaning.  

ふゆ休み	 ねむい子どもが	 白いゆめ	  キャン・ディープ 
First impression: White Christmas? Season: Winter. Comments: The poem—Winter vacation: a 
sleepy child has a white dream—illustrates a sleepy child dreaming a white dream, perhaps a dream 
of snow in anticipation of a fun winter break. Winter break is a cyclical constant coming every year 

and the dream is a fleeting expectation. The best poems evoke different responses from readers, and this poem 
evoked from me something further: Memories of an old black and white movie starring Bing Crosby. When 
winter vacation was upon us, I looked forward to watching my favorite Christmas film, White Christmas—this 
was before the days of DVDs and even videos tapes. I’d watch this film at night and I would often find myself 
dozing off since my body was still on my school sleep schedule, dreaming of a “White Christmas”. Needless to 
say, the poet has no knowledge of my childhood, but this type of intertextual activity occurs nonetheless and 
deepens the meaning of this haiku for me and probably others of my generation.  
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あせまみれ	 アイスを食べて	 ゆきねがう ジューン・ラミレズ 
First impression: Escaping the heat. Season: Summer. Comments: The poem is in search of a way 
to cool down—Covered in sweat, I eat ice cream and hope for snow—The contrast between the cold 
elements—ice cream and snow—is in stark contrast to the heat represented through the beads of 

perspiration, a neat way describe the heat without saying it. And the progression for beads of sweat, to the larger 
scoop of ice cream and finally to season of snow seems to exaggerate the desire for something cold. It is an 
interesting and genuine expression of trying to beat the heat. 

秋風が	 騒がしすぎても	 寒くない ザン・シャロン 
First impression: Early winds. Season: Autumn. Comments: The poem describes winds of early 
fall—Autumn wind: although too tempestuous it’s not cold—The autumn winds often blow in the 
early months of autumn, around the seventh month of the old lunar calendar. This would make it 

approximately the end of August or early September for us now. These winds can indeed be quite tempestuous, 
blowing fiercely through the winds often creating sounds through pine trees that evoke a sense of sadness and 
loneliness. And yet, as the poet suggests, as fierce as these winds may be, it is not so cold and perhaps for us in 
the modern era, not as sad or lonely as it once was for premodern poets.  

くもりぞら	 風のとおぼえ	 雪がくる カタリナ・パテナ 
First impression: Harbinger. Season: Winter. Comments: The verse—Cloudy sky, a howling wind: Snow is 
coming— depicts the coming an imminent snow storm by providing telltale images. The sight of the darkening 
skies and the howling sound of the wind arouses a sense of dread as winter seems to be approaching in full 
force. While this is a realistic observation, I wonder how the poet feels about the snow storm? Or what these 
images might tell us about the human condition? 

海しずか	 魚はねてる	 なつの朝 セバスチャン・パーカー 
First impression: Pacific. Season: Summer. Comments: The verse describes a peaceful scene—Ocean is calm, 
the fish sleep: Summer morning—The thought of sleeping fish is actually quite amusing. The sea is calm and on 
thie lazy summer morning, even the fish are still sleeping, perhaps like the poet enjoying a lazy summer 
vacation. Of course, sleeping fish is a product of the poet’s imagination and not an actual observation, I think. 
But the sentiment is fun to imagine. 

凍る冬	 枯葉パリパリ	 雪の花 ニティン・エラバラス 
First impression: Crunchy. Season: Winter. Comments: The verse paints an interesting picture—Freezing 
winter, scattered leaves crunch, blossoms of snow—The winter freezes everything, and even the leaves seem to 
crunch beneath the footsteps of the poet. In this scene, seemingly frozen solid, the snow falls like the petals of 
blossoms. There is a contrast between the hard crunchy leaves and the soft image of snow blossoms, but while 
contrast lends tension to a poem the images still must make sense somehow. These two images appear 
incongruent within this single scene. 

氷の粒	 静かに落ちて	 土おおう ユーリス・ジャン 
First impression: Lots of hail. Season: Winter. Comments: The verse depicts an icy scene—A grains of ice 
falls quietly and wrap the ground—This is an unusual albeit an interesting picture: Grains of ice—I use the 
word grain as the kanji used this poem is 粒 (tsubu: grain, bit) which has as its radical, rice 米編. Consequently, 
read these the “grains of ice” as hail, which incidentally is called 霰(arare) which is interestingly enough 
another word for small crackers made of roasted mochi rice. This is all to say that when these “grains of ice” fall 
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in a quantity large enough to cover the ground, they probably don’t fall “quietly”, making for an interesting yet 
not quite realistic poem.  

さむかった	 ともだちを見て	 おわります ラム・トゥ 
First impression: Cold shoulder. Season: Unsure, probably winter. Comments: This verse—It was cold. I see 
a friend and end it—The poem is a bit opaque for me. The first word さむかった (samukatta) usually means 
cold in the atmospheric sense, but can refer to a “cold” atmosphere created by a weak or dreadful situation (or 
even a lame joke). I suppose the poem means that the poet wants to end the relationship with a friend who 
created such an atmosphere? I’m not really sure.  

フットボール	 ゆうしょうこうほ	 ずばぬける ブライアン・モリナ 
First impression: Rah, rah! Season: Autumn. Comments: The verse is a celebration of the poet’s team of 
choice—A contender for the football championship, the best by far—The poet cheers for his team by believing 
it is the best team in the league, or the best home team he has experienced to date, calling it a contender for the 
league championship, be it high school or professional. Go team! 

風吹いて	 静かな言葉	 はこんでた パジェット・エスメ 
First impression: Whispers in the wind. Season: Unclear. Comments: The verse describes a scene in which 
the poet can hear the whispers of others at a distance—The wind blew and carried quiet words—The idea of 
whispered words carried on the wind is one way of conveying the sentiment of spreading rumors or gossip 
randomly and perhaps recklessly. While the idea is interesting enough, there is no sense of season in the poem 
that I can tell. 

夏休み	 自由の感じ	 忙しい ジャバラ・ジェームス 
First impression: Busier than you’d think. Season: Summer. Comments: The verse represents a new younger 
sense of summer—Summer vacation, the feeling of freedom is hectic—The poet conveys his experience of 
summer vacation: Out of school, he feels a sense of liberation, of freedom from the doldrums of the classroom. 
And yet, as free as he may seem, he is busy, maybe as busy as he was when he was in school. The conflict in 
this contrast of the expectations of the leisurely summer and the ultimately busy freedom is indeed interesting, 
but a sense of the source—even an abstract one—would have made this a better poem. Why is the poet busy? 
Does it make him less liberated? Or is freedom overrated?  

J-3.   High School Japanese 3 equivalent  

古い家	 とてもしずかに	 雪がふる ケイティー・キャリオン 
First impression: Lonely. Season: Winter. Comments: The poem conveys a sense of sadness—An 
old house: very quietly the snow falls—The old house can be just that: An old house. But it is 
difficult to escape the idea of the occupants of such a home. Perhaps parents or grandparents who 

have grown old with the house live in quiet loneliness, without the sound of children or the bustle of 
grandchildren, their sentiments represented in the falling of cold snow. This is a tranquil yet quite lonely poem. 

雨ふって	 しずかにかすむ	 赤いかさ ケイ・シャビルスキー 
First impression: Leaving. Season: Spring. Comments: The poem conveys a sad image of 
departure—Rain falls and quietly growing hazy, a red umbrella—One can imagine the rains of 
spring and the rising mist 霞 (kasumi) that represent this season. While the spring suggests a sense of 
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newness and arrival, the red umbrella slowly disappearing in the mist suggests an ending, the departure of 
someone dear, perhaps someone young, as the red umbrella might intimate. Indeed, the opacity brought on by 
the mist only serves to indicate the anxiety and doubt of the future as this other person disappears into the fog.  

さつまいも	 熱くておいし	 冬が来た ヨー・フィー 
First impression: Yaki imo! Season: Winter. Comments: The poem 
expresses the moment when  winter arrives—The sweet potato is hot and 
delicious: Winter has come—While there may be a variety of signs that 

signal the arrival of winter, for this poet, that sign is a piping hot sweet potato. This 
verse clearly conveys the appreciation of the hot sweet potato be it from a vendor 
walking around town with his cart or buried beneath a campfire. And the last phrase 
expressed in the past tense seems to function as the classical けり(keri), poetic surprise. 
At the moment that poet eats the potato, he realizes that winter has arrived! 

雪がなく	 サンタもいない	 冬休み	  ジャンマルコ・ワイタン 
First impression: Growing up. Season: Winter. Comments: The poem communicates a sense of 
growing up—There is no snow and there’s not even a Santa: Winter vacation—And while maturing 
is a process that is expected and even celebrated, it comes with its own sense of disappointment. The 

poet enter winter vacation, a time away from school and period of joy and fun, but in this scene there is no snow 
to play in, and this lack of snow draws out the dismay of knowing that there is no Santa Claus. The conflict 
between the joy that should be winter break and the elements of disappointments that conflict with the poet’s 
expectation is sad but all too real. 

冬は白	 地面は静か	 冷たいよ ラリー・イガラ 
First impression: Yup, it’s winter. Season: Winter. Comments: The verse—Winter is white, the ground is 
quiet: It’s cold!—provides us with the typically straightforward images of winter. For one it is white. While the 
poet doesn’t tell us specifically, we can easily imagine it is snow or perhaps ice in really cold regions. The 
ground is cold, devoid of life and so quite quiet. And of course, it’s cold. The images are relatively conventional, 
but nonetheless convey a sense of coldness.  

こんばんは 	 鈴虫すわる	 お水見る シェルビー・グレイ 
First impression: Quiet bug. Season: Autumn. Comments: The verse depicts an uncharacteristic image of an 
autumn insect—Tonight the bell cricket sets motionless. Watching water—The image of a bell cricket set 
unmoving is the opposite of its conventional fall image of it chirping away. We know it is uncharacteristic by 
the use of the particle は, indicating that tonight, unlike other nights, the cricket is sitting still  すわる. The 
difference in the cricket’s action is due to the fact that—according to the poet—it is watching the water. Why 
would a cricket watching water not chirp? What is it about the water that so mesmerizes the cricket? Could 
there be a hungry frog sitting on a lily pad? Is it approaching death as its voice fades (as in an ancient poem by 
Saigyo)?  

蚊が皮膚に	 じりじり 噛んで	 痒いかな ジェイソン・ルー 
First impression: Pesky. Season: Summer. Comments: The verse presents us with the bane of Japanese 
summers—The mosquito bites the skin irritatingly, and it itches!—The poet describes the awful experience of 
being attacked by mosquitoes. Indeed, when the mosquito bites, it is quite irritating. Some of the diction could 
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be cleaned up a bit, I think. The word skin 皮膚 (hifu) is unnecessary—where else would it bite? Also while we 
say the mosquito “bites” in English, in Japanese the mosquito “stabs” 刺す (sasu).  

みずながれ	 くさのせいちょう	 はるこちら トーマス	 エクレス 
First impression: Marshy spring. Season: Spring. Comments: The verse—Water flows, grass grows fully: 
Spring is over here—describes the coming of spring by suggesting that the snow has melted—therefore the 
water flows—and the grass has grown。When the poet states that “spring is over here” he seems to use the grass 
as a metaphor for his own maturation since spring of the “maturing” grass is in his direction. The idea of grass 
growing tall 生長・成長(seichō) however does have that sense of “maturing” and grass at the state tends to be 
more of a summer image rather than a spring one.  

晴れの日や	 魚飛びけり	 波落ちる テラ	 ソフィア	 オットー 
First impression: Flying fish. Season: Summer. Comments: The verse depicts an ocean scene—On a clear 
day, fish fly. The wave crashes—The image of flying fish 飛魚(tobiuo) is rather different and quite welcome. 
But I am unsure of the image of the “wave crashes”. Flying fish are seen in the ocean’s offing, not by the shore 
line, but waves crashing is a shoreline image, I believe. I’m also puzzled by the use of the suffix けり(keri). It is 
a sentence final suffix that is used as a cutting word 切れ字(kireji), but it does have meaning. It is either a past 
tense—the fish flew—or is suggests poetic surprise—something happened previously but I just realized it now 
and I’m surprised! In either case, it is a classical grammatical form and if you intend to use it, the rest of your 
haiku should employ classical grammar as well, which means that the final verb 落ちる(ochiru) should be 落つ 
(otsu). You shouldn’t mix and match classical with modern Japanese.  

ゆきがふる	 かおがピリピリ	 すべてしろ ミリ	 ラゾ 
First impression: Feeling snow. Season: Winter. Comments: The verse—Snow falls. My face tingles and 
everything is white—describes the sensation of winter cold: Snow falls and the poets face feels the tingling of 
pain cause by the cold. The idea that everything is white would seem to suggest that this would even include the 
poet’s tingling face, but if a face is tingling in the snow, the cheeks are probably red instead of white. Still the 
presentation of a physical sensation was imaginative.   

白い丘	 足跡サクサク	 軽やかに ユジャン・イー 
First impression: Noisy feet. Season: Winter. Comments: The verse describes a walk to the top of a snow 
covered hill—White hill: Foot prints crunch lightly—The poet perhaps is getting ready to slide down a slope on 
a sled or ski or snowboard. The walk up the hill produces the sound of footsteps crunching lightly as the feet 
step into the snow. There is an issue with diction, however. 足跡(ashiato) means foot prints not foot steps. 
While footsteps make noise, footprints do not.   

枝の上	 トンボはばたく	 空に去る イケ・オグボナ 
First impression: Flapping high. Season: Autumn. Comments: The verse—Above the branch the dragonfly 
flaps its wings. It passes into the sky—describes a dragonfly flapping its wings and disappearing into the sky. 
There is the sense that winter is soon to come for the autumn is coming to a close as a conventional image of 
autumn—the dragonfly—disappears from sight. This is a nice poem except for a grammatical issue. There are 
two sentence ending forms for what seems to be one continuous action: flapping wings はばたく(habataku) and 
passing/departing 去る(saru). The ます form はばたき would have connected the two actions very nicely, I 
think. 
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雨降って	 轟く音で	 岩砕け ジュン・チョン 
First impression: Noisy rain. Season: Unclear. Comments: The verse depicts a loud downpour—Rain falls 
and from the roaring sound the boulder cracks—The image is quite interesting. The rain is so violent that it 
roars 轟く(todoroku), a racket that is as loud as three car(t)s put together. Indeed, it is so loud that even a 
boulder cracks, or so it would seem. Unfortunately, there is no sense of what season it is. Heavy rains can be 
associated with the evening downpours of summer or the typhoons of autumn. Be sure to include a clear 
seasonal word 季語(kigo) 

あついそら	 うみはきらきら	 おもしろい クリスティーナ・チョイ 
First impression: Ocean view. Season: Summer. Comments: The verse—Hot sky, the ocean sparkling, it 
fascinates—presents two summer images, a hot sky and a sparkling ocean. While I am unsure of what it is that 
makes the sky hot (except for that fact that it’s summer), an ocean sparkling is most likely due to the sun 
shining on it. The combination of the two might be fascinating indeed, but the poet should explain why it is 
fascinating. If explained perhaps the idea that it’s fascinating would have been obvious to the reader.  

雪が降る	 しずかさがある	 きみはらく ヘンリー・グオ 
First impression: Snow day? Season: Winter. Comments: The poem presents a rather abstract situation—
Snow falls. There is a quietness. You’ve got it easy—Let’s see. The snow falls and now there is quietness, 
suggesting that before the snow, “you” were quite busy. And due to the quietness, you now have it easy. Could 
the business be school work? Ah! Snow day?!? Thanks to the snow, all is quiet now—no class—and you (and 
presumably the poet too) have got it made. At least this is how I would interpret this poem. Perhaps a bit more 
concrete imagery would make for clear poem. 

熱い里	 親しい地方	 これ好む ナン・ウィン 
First impression: Familiar is good. Season: Unclear. Comments: The verse presents conditions that the poet 
likes—Hot town, familiar region: This is what I prefer—The meaning is a little lost on me. The word 熱い

(atsui) means hot, but hot as in “feverish” hot, not atmospheric heat, so this is not necessarily a summer poem. 
Further a familiar region 地方(chihō) is vague as well. Is the poet from a “town” like New York where the life 
is exciting and “hot” as well as familiar? This poem was hard to grasp.  

夏の海	 大海泳ぎ	 花火見た ザン・ヨーロン 
First impression: Seaside fun. Season: Summer. Comments: The poem describes a day at the beach—Summer 
ocean, I swam in the vast ocean and saw the fireworks—A haiku poem, in general, should convey a specific 
moment in time. This poem describes an entire day: swimming during the day, watching fireworks at night. 
These conventional images of summer are nice, but there is a redundancy with ocean 海(umi) and vast ocean 大
海(ōumi).   

一言も	 言わぬ我らや	 寺の朝 ミウラ・ケニス 
First impression: Silence is golden. Season: Unclear. Comments: The poem conveys the peaceful silence of a 
temple in the morning—We who utter not a single word: morning at a temple—The poem describes the 
reverence and solemnity of those gathered there for a Buddhist temple. Further, as heavy as the solemnness of 
the place may be, the light crispness of the morning comes through quite well. Unfortunately, there is no clear 
seasonal word. I can imagine this scene in the summer, but it could easily be spring or autumn. Had you 
replaced 我ら(warera: us) with a seasonal image, this would have been a wonderful poem.  
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J-4.   High School Japanese 4 equivalent  

土曜日に	 朝から早く	 雪遊び 宮里一樹 
First impression: Weekend fun. Season: Winter. Comments: The verse reveals an honest poet—On 
Saturday from early in the morning, I play in the snow—It is easy to imagine a young student 
struggling to get out of bed on weekdays to go to school. Aah, but when it is snowing outside and it's 

a Saturday, he is ready to dash outside to play from early in the morning. The poet displays his true feelings in a 
playful and pleasant way. 

桜咲き	 毎年一度	 春が来る 六音・デリオン 
First impression: Calendrical. Season: Spring. Comments: The poem is very logical—Cherries 
bloom and once every year, spring arrives—It reminds me of a poem in the Kokinshū (ca. 905) that 
conceives of spring in terms of a calendrical cycle: 
年の内に 春はきにけり ひととせを 去年とや言はむ 今年とや言はむ 
Inside a year / spring has come! / Should I call this one year / last year / or this?  

Setting aside my rather prosaic translation, the poem relates to the arrival of spring according to the calendar. 
As the first poem in the Kokinshū, the image would be of a cold and probably snowy new year and so the idea 
of spring takes the poet by surprise (けり) and he is unsure of how to refer to the year he finds himself in. 
Similarly, our poet notices the blooming of the cherry blossoms (instead of the snow by the premodern poet) 
and logically deduces that spring comes once a year. This type of logic is called kotowari 理.  

秋の風	 葉っぱと後悔	 吹き飛ばす サミー・タバソリ 
First impression: Blow it away. Season: Autumn. Comments: The poet describes how the season 
can provide relief—Autumn wind: Blowing away leaves and regret—The dead leaves of autumn are 
equated with the regrets the poet feels: His regrets are dead and he allows the autumn wind to blow 

them away. In a way, the strong gusting winds of autumn serve to cleanse the soul, allowing him to continue 
forward on his path of life. It is a an honest and very refreshing poem.  

スノーデー	 連絡待ってる	 朝の五時 杉山	 亞利咲 
First impression: Anticipation. Season: Winter. Comments: The poem reflects the heart of every 
student (and some teachers) when a few inches of snow falls at night—Snow day: Waiting for the 
call at five in the morning—At five in the morning, the student who usually has trouble waking up 

for school is bright eyed and bushy tailed in anticipation of the administration to announce a snow day. With 
one eye looking out the window, estimating how many inches are on the ground, convinced that it must be a 
snow day, while the other eye stares at the streaming names of schools that have already announced closings at 
the bottom of the television. Indeed, this could very well be me! I must say this poem made me laugh. While 
this is more like a senryū (satirical poems), I enjoyed it as a haiku nonetheless.   

夏休み	 おいしいすいか	 わらいごえ レイチェル	 ハイマン 
First impression: Summer pleasures. Season: Summer. Comments: The verse lists three images to 
convey her joy—Summer vacation, delicious watermelon, laughing voices—When summer comes, 
students can enjoy their vacation, and during this time they can eat watermelon—cold and tasty—and 

these pleasures induce laughter. This is a pleasant summer list. 
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朝起きて	 西瓜を食べて	 うまいです セス・ケンドリック 
First impression: Breakfast fruit. Season: Summer. Comments: The poet tells us of a delicious breakfast—I 
wake in the morning and eat watermelon: It’s delicious—The watermelon seems to me to be an afternoon or 
early evening snack to beat the heat or to hydrate the body, but our poet eats it in the morning. How extravagant 
it must be! But I have to believe the watermelon tastes better when the body craves replenishment on a hot 
summer day.  

茶色い葉	 シナモンかおり	 かぼちゃパイ オードリー	 ヒューイ 
First impression: Brown and browner. Season: Autumn. Comments: The poem seems to describe the color of 
fall—Brown leaves: the aroma of cinnamon, pumpkin pie—There is little association between the images in this 
list of nouns (should be avoided) unless one considers the color. The poet specifically express brown leaves—
not red, not yellow, but brown. The aroma that wafts in the air and attracts the poet is cinnamon, a spice that is 
from a tree bark and decidedly brown. And finally, a pie made from an orange pumpkin but when baked turns, 
again, brown. While the poem may not reveal any deeper human truth, the brownness of this autumnal poem is 
still amusing. 

笑う声	 花火の光	 せみの音 ナン	 ブイ	  
First impression: Noisy night. Season: Summer. Comments: The poem articulates the sounds of summer 
night—Laughing voices, the light of fireworks, the voice of cicadas—With summer, school is out and the young 
are delighted. Here, the poet reveals this delight in another list of nouns (should be avoided) by the laughing of 
young voices joined by the booms of a fireworks display and the screaming trill of the cicadas perhaps revealed 
in the flash of the fireworks. This is a noisy poem indeed.  

水鏡	 逆さの世界	 雷雨かな ジョーイ・クウォン 
First impression: Reflected lightening. Season: Summer. Comments: The verse describes a scene upside 
down—Water mirror: In an inverted world, a thunderstorm!—The poet looks into a puddle of pool of water 
and sees the world inverted in a mirror image and in this image sees the lightening flash of a thunderstorm. The 
image is a bit terrifying but also a bit confusing. The image of a water mirror is one where the water is flat and 
still enough provide a clean reflection. However, the poem indicates the upside-down world is reflecting a 
thunderstorm. If this is the case, rain is probably pouring down and the puddle or pool of water is likely not 
reflecting very well. Next time, think the images a bit more carefully.  

しろいゆき	 おいしいココア	 くらいそら カーメン・ト 
First impression: Contrasting scale. Season: Winter. Comments: The verse—White snow, delicious cocoa, 
dark skies—provides a list of three images: Snow, cocoa and sky. What is interesting is that each one conveys a 
different sensory image: cold to the touch, chocolaty to the taste and dark to the eye. These differences provide 
texture and scale to the poem but this is where it stops. What is the effect of the cocoa sandwiched between two 
disassociated images? I suppose the cocoa is all the more delicious if the poet was outside in the cold snow but 
there is no indication of this. And cocoa and dark sky? I want to bring these images together to get some kind of 
meaning.  

赤い山	 空が海色	 夢景色 夏維・バーズドカス 
First impression: Potpourri of images. Season: Unclear. Comments: The verse provides two distinct images—
Red mountain, the sky is the color of the sea, a dream scene—The colors are striking: a red mountain and a sea-
colored sky. A red mountain seems to suggest fall, while the sky is the color of the ocean. Summer? Of course, 
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this all comes together, in a way, when we realize that this is actually a scene in a dream. While intriguing, 
haiku should be something real, an observation, not imagination.  

嬉しくて	 新学期です	 新しい靴 ライト・パトリック 
First impression: Ready to learn? Season: Autumn. Comments: The verse is quite entertaining—Happy, it’s a 
new semester: New shoes—My first thought is the student is happy that the new semester is about to begin and 
he/she is ready to hit the books. Only to learn that the source of the happiness may have less to do with books 
and more to do with a new pair of shoes! The images are not necessarily associated with each other, but the 
sudden shift in perspective is indeed amusing.  

桜の木	 花弁は踊る	 皆な見て ジョリー・アマンダ 
First impression: Scattering. Season: Spring. Comments: The poem describes a scene in which a group of 
people watch the end of the cherry season—Cherry trees: Flower petals dance, everyone watches—This can 
suggest a sense of sadness as the cherries come to an end, but this sadness contrasts with the happy image of 
dancing blossom petals. This conflict of emotions is in view of the people, but I wonder how they view this? Is 
it compelling to them? Does it move them? That would have been interesting to know.  

春が来て	 桜はきれい	 春の山 サング・ハンナ 
First impression: Mountain blossoms. Season: Spring. Comments: The poet describes a spring scene in the 
hills—Spring arrives and the cherries are beautiful: Spring mountain—This is a nice representation of a typical 
spring scene in Japan. The famous cherry blossoms of Yoshino are in the mountains and it is easy to imagine 
this scene. But this might be a bit too obvious: spring comes and of course so do the cherries and we already 
know how beautiful they are. Is there something about their beauty that moves the poet? What could it be? 

J-5.   High School Japanese 5 (or higher) equivalent  

花火やみ	 コウロギが鳴く	 静けさや ソーレン・クリステンセン 
First impression: Quiet. Season: Summer. Comments: This haiku conveys quite through sound—
The fireworks end and the crickets cry: Quietness—This is reminiscent of one of Matsuo Bashō’s 
most famous poems: 
閑さや岩にしみいる蝉の声    Quietness / piercing into the boulder /  the voice of cicadas 

In Bashō’s poem, the cicadas are so loud that they can seemingly pierce a boulder, but it is this natural sound 
that underscores the tranquil solitude he feels at Risshaku Temple 立石寺 where he composed this poem. In a 
similar vein, the above poet depicts how quiet the area has become after a fireworks display. It is so quiet that 
he can hear the crickets chirping. This poem, in a real sense, uses a technique called honkadori 本歌取り, to 
literally borrow from a source poem. The sentiment in the newer poem is perhaps too similar to the source 
poem—it should try to add a new layer of meaning—but it is placed in a modern setting and is quite ingenious 
still.  

暖かい	 お茶を飲んで	 雪の花	 リリアン・コクレーン	

First impression: Imagining spring. Season: Winter. Comments: The poem expresses a sense of 
longing for spring—I drink warm tea and the blossoms of snow…—The poet enjoys her tea as she 
watches the snow fall outside. The warmth of the tea perhaps triggers her longing for spring and she 
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consequently sees the falling snow as scattering blossoms. This observation of nature and how the human 
condition affects her view is well done.  

水ぬるむ	 今咲かせてる	 梅の花 ジェン・アメリ・キャムバウ 
First impression: Spring warms up. Season: Spring. Comments: The poem describes what causes 
the plums to bloom—Now when water warms, it makes them bloom: plum blossoms—It is a pleasure 
to read a poem that references the plum blossoms instead of the cherries. And indeed, the plums 

bloom earlier than the cherries and so are more indicative of the coming of spring. The concept is one of logic 
(理 kotowari) in which the warming water is what causes the plums to bloom, a style very popular during the 
mid-Heian period. 

見上げれば	 そこに輝く	 神無月 李音・デリオン 
First impression: Very lunar. Season: Winter. Comments: The poet presents a rather complicated verse—
When I look up, it shines there: Moon where gods are absent—When the poet looks up, she sees a moon 
shining. It is likely a clear cold moon since it refers to 神無月(kamunadzuki) a classical reference to the tenth 
month of the lunar calendar, a winter month. Indeed, this term is usually used in reference to the month rather 
than the moon itself. Kamunadzuki means a month when the “gods are absent”.* According to folklore, all gods 
visit Izumo in the 10th month and so are absent around Japan. (Conversely, in Izumo the 10th month was called 
Kamuaridzuki 神有月, the month when the gods are present.) In any event, besides applying a classical term in 
an interesting albeit unconventional fashion, the poem simply describes the poet looking up at this the clear, 
bright and cold moon. 

風が吹き	 木から花びら	 桜雨 レイチェル・ハート 
First impression: Blossom storm. Season: Spring. Comments: The verse describes a spring scene—The wind 
blows and from the trees, flower petals: Rain of cherries—The “rain of cherries” is usually referred to as 
“blizzard or blossoms” 花吹雪 as the cherries appear more like snow than rain, but a new perspective is not a 
bad thing. The rest of the poem is a straightforward description of a typical spring scene. 

いものため	 もえる新聞	 くもり朝 エディ	 ノーサル 
First impression: Potato vendor. Season: Autumn. Comments: The verse seems to describe a sweet potato 
vendor in the morning—Burning newspapers for the sake of sweet potatoes: A cloudy morning—The cloudy 
morning adds a dark gray to the image of an autumn morning, perhaps accentuating the cold. And under this 
cloudy sky, the vendor burns newspaper to start a fire to bake his wares—I’m having trouble imagining a family 
that would bake potatoes outside on a cold autumn morning, so I choose to imagine a vendor.  

たいようで	 なにも見えない	 わたしたち リアム	 コーラン 
First impression: Blindingly bright. Season: Summer? Comments: The verse seems to suggest a very bright 
day—All of us who cannot see anything because of the sun—The poet presents a himself and his group who 
cannot see anything because of the sun. While it is not very clear, I presume that bright sunlight is suggestive of 
summer. But there is nothing to indicate where they are or what they are doing. But then, this might be precisely 
the point: It is so bright that there is nothing to see or do. This seems like the textual version of an abstract 
painting.  

                                                
* Some scholars believe that な(na) originally was a case particle similar to の(no) as in words like 掌(手な心 tanagokoro) or 眼(目な

子 manako). 無 was 当て字(ateji: a kanji inserted simply for its sound value) but subsequently people accept the meaning of the kanji. 

人 
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ゆきがふる	 こたつの中に	 あついかな キャサリナ	 デリマ 
First impression: Heat table. Season: Winter. Comments: The verse describes 
a winter sensation—Snow falls: How hot it is inside the kotatsu—A kotatsu is a 
table with a heating element beneath it. It is covered by a quilt of blanket to 
retain the heat and a solid tabletop is placed on top of the quilt. In winter, the 
kotatsu used to be the center of family life at home. It is usually set in front of 
the television and it is where family members bury the lower half of their body 
into to stay warm. If the setting is too high, it can indeed get hot inside the kotatsu which the poet describes. But 
this is easily adjustable. However, it can get too hot when it is used to keep sleepers warm at night. In some 
areas in rural Japan, kotatsu are set up with the futon bedding and one can wake up in the middle of a snowy 
night from the heat. I have experienced this personally.  

愛の花	 ふんわり歌う	 しぼめない デスティニー・ワイス 
First impression: Singing blossoms. Season: Spring? Comments: The verse seems to personify flowers—
Blossoms of love sing airily. It cannot wilt—While different flowers bloom in different seasons, spring is 
probably the most appropriate so I will consider this poem as a spring poem, even though there is nothing else 
in the poem to indicate what the season is. I must admit that I’m a bit confuse about the idea of the “blossom of 
love”. Is it the roses one gives on Valentine’s Day? And how does it sing? Haiku is about observation and the 
images here seem a bit too abstract.  

日は熱い	 くつろがられる	 よくふれる	 アシャー・バーウィック	

First impression: Lolling. Season: Summer. Comments: The verse describes, I think, a relaxing time under a 
hot summer day—The sun is hot. I can stretch out and relax as it touches me —The poet suggests that the sun 
invites the poet to take it easy and relax as its sunlight shines down to touch her. This poem was a bit difficult 
grammatically as くつろがられる is usually used as a passive to indicate being adversely affected by someone 
wanting to be relaxed, as in 猫が膝に寛がられる (the cat shows signs of wanting to relax on my lap and now I 
can’t move), but this would not make much sense so I interpreted the れる as a potential instead. Also the verb 
ふれる(fureru: touch) because it seemed the subject would have to be the sun, otherwise I wouldn’t know who 
or what the poet was touching.  

春が来た	 でも僕の春	 来なかった ストラウス・マイケル 
First impression: Sad season. Season: Spring. Comments: The verse expresses the disappointment 
experienced by the poet—Spring has arrived. But my spring has not—The idea that one’s own spring has not 
come is a legitimate sentiment, there is no image or clue as to why spring did not come. Lost love? Bad grades? 
A fight with a friend? Whatever it is, I hope the poet’s spring will arrive soon.  

斑な雨	 車窓に落ちる	 はじかねる	 ネヴィンス・ローリー	

First impression: Wet window. Season: Unclear. Comments: The verse describes a view from the window of 
a train—Variable showers fall onto the car window; they are repelled—The raindrops from erratic rain 
showers—sometimes heavy, sometime light—beat loudly and relentlessly not only on the car window but on 
the roof and door. This drumming of the rain has a kind of tin can effect perhaps creating a sense of 
claustrophobia and by extension dread or loneliness. The image is certainly interesting. Unfortunately, I am 
unsure of the season is as there is no kigo that I can detect. 斑な雨(mura-na ame: uneven or variable rain?) does 
not tell me what the season is. Also I took the liberty of reading the last word differently. The original is はじか
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ねる(hajikaneru) which literally means “cannot be ashamed” (恥じる＋かねる), but I had trouble understanding 
how this fits with the rest of the poem. What does “not being able to be ashamed” have to do with the rain 
beating down on a car window? I wondered if it might be an error in transcription and that はじかねる is 
supposed to me はじかれる (hajikareru: to be repelled) which made more sense. I apologize if I’m incorrect. 

霜月に	 誕生日です	 おとな入り エンゲルス・ジョスア 
First impression: Eighteen years. Season: Winter. Comments: The verse describes that the poet’s birthday is 
in the 11th month of the lunar calendar—My birthday is in the Month of Frost: Entering adulthood—Since the 
classical names for months are based on the lunar calendar, the 11th month would be around mid-December to 
mid-January according to our modern calendar which explains why it is called the Month of Frost. But other 
than that there is nothing else to say about this poem except, お誕生日おめでとう! 

 
  


